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We help brands and publishers 
to succeed at YouTube

WHAT WE DO
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Our customers



Amsterdam HQ (2018)

Cologne (2020)

From Holland we try to conquer 
Europe:) 

Stockholm (opening soon)



       

4 insights 
I would like to share with you

● 01. How people use YouTube

● 02. How the algorithm works

● 03. What the most effective content     
      strategy is for brands

● 04. The impact of this strategy



How people use YouTube
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This is your first step
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279B
From

ToViews more 
than doubled 
in 3 years
Monthly views on YouTube 
worldwide

720B
monthly views in Nov. 2020

monthly views in Dec. 2017 
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But 90% of all 
YouTube videos 
don’t have more 
than 1.000 views.

Source: Tubular Labs, 2021
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How can you 
make sure you 
are not part of 
that 90%? 10
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To succeed at YouTube you should 
follow the same data-driven approach 

as you do with Google. 
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But it starts with a clear understanding 
how people use YouTube.12
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Reasons people turn to YouTube
Overview 

Source: Think with Google

https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/intl/en-154/


People use 
YouTube for 
entertainment, 
information and 
connection.

Information
30,7%

Connection
9,8%

Entertainment
59,5%
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INSIGHT



We’re setting a 
new goal: to double 
the number of users 

who engage with 
educational content 

on YouTube.Susan Wojcicki
YouTube CEO identifies 

YouTube's priority for 2021

“

”
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How-to videos 
earn the most 
attention of any 
content category 
on YouTube.

Source: Google/Ipsos, U.S., Video Mobile Diary, (n of 18,219 total video occasions), 2017.
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Views of beauty 
tutorials
on YouTube 
increased nearly 
50% last year.

Source: YouTube views, Global, Jan. 2020 and Jan. 2021.
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50% increase in 
average daily 
views with video 
variations of 
‘beginner’ in title

Source: YouTube views, Global, Jan. 2020 and Jan. 2021
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YouTube search 
volume for videos 
with ‘ideas’ have 
tripled in the past 
three years 

Source: YouTube Trends, Global, 2019 vs. 2021
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YouTube is the 
2nd search engine 
in the world
More than 3 billion searches every month

INSIGHT
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Three interesting search opportunities for brands

How to paint my wall

 Volkswagen ID.4 review  

Step-by-step instructions

Purchase advice

ContentExample search query

InspirationBedroom ideas
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There are 15X more 
searches on Google 
than YouTube
Google Search can be a huge traffic source 

INSIGHT
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Videos in 
Google Search

26% off all search queries 
show a video and they 
generate a 61,6% CTR (!) 

Source: Milestone Internet, Organic Click Curve, 2020
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More than 50% 
shoppers uses online 
video and YouTube to 
make a purchase 
decision

INSIGHT

Source: Ipsos 2018



90% of people say that 
they discover new 
brands or products on 
YouTube

Source: Ipsos 2018

INSIGHT
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How the 
algorithm works

02
Your next step
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Only understanding how people use 
YouTube is not enough, you should also 

know how the YouTube algorithm 
works. 
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Maximize long term 
viewer engagement 
and satisfaction
The way to reach this is to predict which videos you want to see
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GOAL OF YOUTUBE
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The YouTube 
algorithm in a 
nutshell: 
it rewards videos where 
people click on and 
watch longer. 

Therefore: 
longer content almost 
always outperforms 
(very) short content.29
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Best performing length
Which length generates the most views?
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Best performing length
Longer content is recommended more often
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Best performing length
>10 minutes generates more views

Source: Team5pm, Analysis of 549.000 YouTube videos uploaded in 2020 
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Best performing length
>10 minutes generates more engagement

Source: Team5pm, Analysis of 549.000 YouTube videos uploaded in 2020
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Don’t make longer videos just 
because of the length. Focus on 
keeping the audience engaged 

instead.

Take as long as your story needs.
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YouTube Content 
Strategy

03
How to apply this knowledge
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But how can you apply this knowledge 
in a successful content strategy? 
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A successful content 
strategy for brands influences 

purchase behavior.
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Content strategy Evergreen

Time-sensitive 
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Content strategy

Entertainment Information
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Content strategy Evergreen

Time-sensitive 

Entertainment Information
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Content strategy Evergreen

Time-sensitive 

Entertainment Information
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Content strategy Evergreen

Time-sensitive 

Entertainment Information
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Content strategy Evergreen

Time-sensitive 

Entertainment Information
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Content strategy Evergreen

Time-sensitive 

Entertainment Information
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Content strategy Evergreen

Time-sensitive 

Entertainment Information
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A really effective content strategy for 
most brands is focusing on informative 

and evergreen content. 

Preferred formats: 
Tutorials and product reviews.   
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Treat YouTube more as a blog than a 
social platform like Facebook, Instagram 

or TikTok. 

You don’t have to post multiple times per 
week to be successful. 

Quality trumps quantity.   
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The impact of 
this strategy

04
To convince your boss;) 
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The impact of YouTube on brands 
goes beyond reach, clicks and views. 
The attention you generate, effects the 

heart and mind of your target audience 
and your market share.
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For our client GAMMA (DIY market chain) we 
have investigated when people watch how-to 
videos. Contrary to what most marketers think 
how-to videos are mostly watched before 
people buy all the necessary products. 

76% has not bought (all) the products they need. 
This means you can influence purchase 
behaviour at the moment people are orientating. 

Source: Team5pm, Brand Effect Measurement, April 2021, n=507

How-To videos in the customer journey
76% of viewers have not bought all the products 

50

52%

24% 24%

Before I start the DIY 
project.

During the project
(have not bought all 

equipment yet)

After I have bought 
all the equipment.

When do you watch how-to videos?
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VIEWS

1M
+112% relative to target

WATCH TIME (hours)

44.000
+93% relative to target

YOUTUBE RANKINGS

91%
of all video ranked in the top 
3 in YouTube and Google

Case: GAMMA
How GAMMA dominates YouTube & Google results

Case Video

https://team5pm.com/cases/gamma-youtube-case-2021/?lang=en
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dkBqqXKWVUY


       

Purchase Intent NPS Ambassadorship

+88% +86% +73%

Source: Team5pm, Brand Effect Measurement, April 2021, n=507 
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People use YouTube to find out which products and 
brands to buy. When deciding whether to buy a product 
or service, users usually wanted to learn more about it 
from two sources: the manufacturer was trusted to 
explain details about the product/service and 
customers were trusted to provide an unbiased 
evaluation for it.

Hyundai Netherlands used this insight to generate 
extensive product reviews around the introduction for 
their new electric model. We helped them with data 
research to find the best topics, production of the 
videos and distribution (paid and organic). 

 
Source: YouTube Needs: Understanding User’s Motivations to Watch Videos on Mobile Devices

The power of product reviews
Users also want information from the manufacturer
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Brand Recall Brand Preference Consider Purchasing

+231% +650% +256%

Source: Team5pm, Brand Effect Measurement, August 2021, n=505 
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1. Understand the platform
2. Help your audience
3. Influence purchase behavior

RECAP: HOW TO WIN AT YOUTUBE
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Thanks
for your
attention.
Any questions?



Let’s connect
peter@team5pm.com

LinkedIn
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